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OMNIDRUMS is a totally new drum experience!
Recorded with an insane level of details (up to 12 dynamics and 8 
round robins) it offers total control over the mixing (12 channels), 
bringing the recording studio experience right on your computer. 
It features drums techniques never sampled so far (stacks and 
sounds of each kit element played in multiple positions) and gives you 
tons of color variations for each element for an absolute realistic and 
modern drumming experience. 

You can model new and surprising grooves by using the built-in 
arpeggiator or combining all the patterns and loops we recorded for 
you, changing tempo, reversing, adding effects and a great analog 
processed destructive distortion. 

Last but not least, we developed a user mapping system to let you 
create your own drum kits and patches. 
We have a strong feeling that Omnidrums may become one of your 
favorite drum VSTs and a constant color in your music palette.

Apart from being such an extensive drum VST, it can be switched into 
a hybrid, cinematic percussion instrument and a powerful sound 
design tool in just a click, thanks to its DIRT mode with 3 different 
unique analog-recorded effects, its top class reverb and delay 
algorithms, its routing options and the powerful Warp Free mode. 



THE DRUMS THE ENGINE

ENVISION SERIES 
Upfront Unconventional Unpredictable

This series is especially designed for modern film composers and all those musicians and producers looking for unique sounds and 
textures for their musical productions. 
We aim to envision new instruments or new ways of playing “ordinary” ones.
All instruments belonging to this series are hybrid, 2 instruments in 1: the acoustic instrument - sampled with great amount of detail - 
and the sound design engine that will let you shape and envision your own instrument!



WELCOME

Thank you for purchasing OMNIDRUMS. We hope this unique instrument inspires you to compose great and likewise unique music!
OMNIDRUMS is a drum sample library for the full version of KONTAKT (from 5.6.8+), not compatible with the free KONTAKT PLAYER.

We created a custom designed interface to trigger your creativity and make tools and controls intuitive and easy to operate.

The library was recorded with 12 different microphones that you can mix the way you want to get sonic results always different from each other. 
If you are a producer or composer on a tight schedule or you just don’t want to mess up with lots of channels, we provided you with our own mixing 
option that can be activated with a simple click for amazing results and instant satisfaction.
The library features an intuitive auto-mapping system to let you create your own drum kits and patches the way it best suits your playing. You got 16 
blank User patches that you can customize and store the way you prefer just by clicking on the PENCIL TOOL.

Be sure to check the JACK tool too. This tool lets you assign any single individual channel (and also QUAKE and DEBRIS) to Kontakt outputs for 
advanced mixing results. You’ll find detailed instruction in this manual. 

This manual will give you a short overview of contents and possibilities offered by the instrument. We strongly invite you to watch our walkthrough 
videos and tutorials on our Youtube Channel.
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Patch list: select your desired patch by using the left/right arrows.

Reverse: press this button to reverse all samples. The reverse function is ideal for creating interesting sound design and we suggest 
combining it with FXs (Dirt, Reverb, Delay). Keep in mind that the reverse playbacks all the samples involved so, if you’re using dry 
One-shot sounds only, be patient. The reverse won’t be triggered immediately. Keep pressing the key and wait for the magic to reveal 
itself. 

The Big Knob: all our Envision Instruments features a big knob at the center of the interface. In Omnidrums the big knob controls the 
amount of dirt applied to each sound. You can select and combine 3 types of Dirt by pressing one or more buttons in the Dirt Selector 
(See 4, 5, 6, 7.)

Debris: this effects, analogically processed on each sample, will sound like small pieces of rocks detaching from the surface and falling 
down. Ideal on textural and long samples. 

Quake: this is a very extreme and destructive distortion, analogically processed on each sample. 

Envelope: it controls the shape of the Quake’s tails. Switch it on if you want a more controllable sound and lesser distortion tail. Switch 
it off if you want to listen and use the original sound, the way it was recorded. 

Glaze: use it combined to Quake and/or Debris to add space and resonance or use it by itself if you wanna go gently.

Arpeggiator ON/OFF: switch the arpeggiator on and off. 

Arpeggio Drop-up menu: select the arpeggio mode among 4 possibilities: Down, Up, Down & Up, Up & Down. 

Steps Display: draw the shape of each individual step with the mouse, add and erase them in order to create your own rhythmic 
pattern. 

OCT lets you change octave range of the sounds affected by the arpeggiator. RATE lets you decide the time subdivision of the arpeggio 
and STEPS will determine how many steps/slots you’ll see on the step display.
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Channel ON/OFF. This button on the right upper part of each channel strip (12 in total) will let you switch on and off each individual 
channel to create your own mix and select/deselect the microphones you want to engage or mute. 

Pan control: change the panning for each mic to create specific effects.

Channel Strip fader: select the desired amount of volume for each of the microphones in use.

 
Original Mix. By pressing this button, all individual microphones will be disengaged and you will hear our own mix made for each 
sample of the instrument. This is a great option for instant gratification and great results but we strongly suggest you to experiment with 
all 12 microphones in order to get unique mixing and combinations. 

Delay ON/OFF: it switches the delay on and off. 

Delay Dropdown Menu: It changes the subdivision to get the best delay effect for your project.

Mix: Choose the desired amount of effect. 

Time Multiplier and Feedback let you control how much feedback and repetitions the delay will have.

Reverb ON/OFF: it switches the delay on and off. 

Reverb Dropdown menu: browse a selection of 9 great sounding reverb algorithms organized by type and sizes. 

Mix: choose the desired amount of effect.

Warp is a time stretch effect which allows you to change the tempo of all tempo-based samples: it won’t change one-shot sounds (i.e. 
the sound of a snare) but it will affect all samples which are tempo-based: textures, loops and fills. You have 2 different              
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modes to operate it.

23 Free: by moving the Warp slider (25) you can increase or reduce Tempo of your loop/textures/fill, independently of the Tempo of your 
DAW project or Tempo map. 

Host: it syncs automatically each loop/textures/fill to the tempo of your DAW project or Tempo map. 

Warp slider: you can move it in Free mode to get the tempo you want. The slider allows you to stretch each sample to extreme limits. 
Although at 20 or 400bpm the sample may loose its realism, you can obtain interesting, almost glitching sound design effects. 

Pencil Tool: it opens the door to the second page of the GUI where you can map your own drum kits and patches to fit your playing 
habits or to organize all the sounds you want in a single keyboard instance. 

Jack/Routing Tool: it allows you to assign each of the 12 individual mic channels to Kontakt outputs for more advanced mixing  and 
routing possibilities. Besides, it allows you to assign QUAKE and DEBRIS channels too, which could be very interesting for creative 
uses. 
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1. PATCHES

1.1. PATCH MENU
Use the Left/Right arrows to navigate the menu and load the desired patch.

You can choose between 34 different factory patches and 16 blank user ones that can be fully customized to create your own 
drum kits and presets, just by mapping the samples of the library the way you want thanks to a very intuitive interface.  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LOOPS: The bpm information is just for you
to know at which original Tempo we 
recorded these loops and patterns but you 
are not limited at all to stick with that Tempo. 
You can time stretch to any Tempo you want.
So why on earth are we specifying that? 
It may be interesting for composers wishing 
to capture the exact same vibe the player 
was looking for or as a starting point to 
compose, arrange or produce but feel 
absolutely free to experiment how each loop 
sounds at different tempos. 

16 FREE USER PATCHES 
Create your own drum kits, creative 
patches and presets

Some drum kits we created as an example of 
what you can do with your own user patches.



1.2 INDIVIDUAL PATCHES

1.2.1. OMNIDRUMSET   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This patch is like a gigantic drum set, with 
multiple bass drums, snares, toms and 
cymbals.

You can choose your favorite combinations and 
drum kits or just imagine that you are sitting 
behind a huge and dream-like instrument with 
multiple elements, tunings, effects etc. 
Envision a drum with 10 playable kicks or 20 
cymbals at the same time!

You may have a question already: “what about 
playability? The set is so widely stretched out 
on the whole keyboard that it could make it 
difficult to play and groove they way I’m used 
to.” Wait and see the next patches, our factory 
drum kits and moreover, do you see that little 
pencil on the right of the menu? 

We’ll explain you in a while how to use it but as 
for now, you can relax knowing that we 
developed an auto-mapping system to let you 
create the sets and the patches you want, 
mapping the sound on whatever key you’d like. 
You’ll have 16 user blank patches to do it. But 
let’s continue with the overview now. 



By default, the library opens up with the ORIGINAL MIX button on. This is a factory, ready-to-use mix we made for composers 
and producers on a tight schedule. If you don’t want to mess up with the 12 channel strips mixer don’t worry, you don’t need 
to. The Original Mix will provide you with great results and instant gratification. If, on the contrary, you like to tweak and fully 
customize sounds we strongly suggest to create your own mixes. 

Be sure to read later how to use the JACK tool you see below, on the left part of the channel strip section. This will let you assign each one of the 12 
channels (+ Quake and Debris) to Kontakt Outputs. 

Just switch on one of the ON/OFF button at the top right of any channel strip and the Original Mix will be switched off 
automatically. We’ll explain all the mixing features in the next chapters. As for now, you can begin playing around just knowing 
this. 

What do colors mean? 

All Bass Drums available in Omnidrums. We sampled different sizes and models, with different 
tunings or detuned and “prepared” to conceive unique sounds. 
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A selection of Snare sounds and basic techniques (roll, rim shot, drags etc.)

A selection of Tom sounds and basic techniques (roll, rim shot, drag, etc.)

A selection of Hi-Hat sounds (close, open, open/close etc.)

A selection of cymbals (ride and crashes). You’ll notice that 2 notes have a different color among 
these groups. Those are the sound produced by the drum stick over the cymbals’ stands.
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LIGHT BLUE KEYS

YELLOW KEYS

ORANGE KEYS

GREEN KEYS



1.2.2. SNARES 

1.2.2.1 SNARE COLORS 1

Snare is one of the most distinctive element of the drum set and can make one player sound totally different than all the 
others. 
Somebody said God is in the details…or was he talking about the Devil? 
We sampled different top class, vintage snares and changed their tunings, add stacks and objects like small chains, cymbals 
and objects to create special effects. We also sampled lots of rim shots, drags, harmonics and unusual, extended techniques 
to give you all the sonic palette of modern drummers. 
It’s likely you’ll find that perfect snare sound you are looking for and if not, just skip to the next patch! 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1.2.2.2. SNARE COLORS 2

Another great collection of snare sounds and effects. What about snare rolls? Just wait for the next 2 patches.  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1.2.2.3. ROLLING SNARES 

In this patch we mapped some basic rolls too but most of all, rolling and bouncing sounds of any kind, performed on snares. We dedicated a whole 
patch to pure snare rolls. 
Creative drummers use tons of these nuances and bouncing effects and we think that these details are what can really make your grooves stand out 
from the crowd. Our motto is simply trying to sample what we think is missing somehow on the market and make it available for you and the rest of 
the composers’ and producers’ community. There are lots of incredible drum instruments out there, but not all ventured into these types of detailed 
sounds. So that was exactly where we wanted to go. 
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1.2.2.4. SNARE ROLLS

Are you familiar with that sensation of frustration when you work with prerecorded snare rolls and you just don’t have enough choices and available 
colors for the musical idea you’re trying to develop? 
We are a team of composers and producers too and, like you, we are always looking for the real deal. For this reason we sampled lots of different 
snare rolls: different snare types, sizes and brands. Different colors, dynamics, lengths, with and without final accents, crescendo, piano-forte-piano 
etc. 
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1.2.3. TOMS 

We did something similar for Toms. In addition to the selection we made for the Omnidrumset you can find lots of additional Tom sounds in the next 2 
patches: Tom Colors and Tom Rolls. 
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TOM ROLLS

TOM COLORS
Just find your perfect Tom sound/s: different 
types, sizes and multiple techniques: rims, drags 
etc.



1.2.4. CYMBALS 

Cymbals are another distinctive element of the drum set so in this patch you’ll find tons of cymbal sounds (hi-hats, rides and crashes) and techniques. 
We sampled what we called Positions: hitting a cymbal in different positions, with different sticks and using the reverse of the stick and things like 
that produce totally different sounds and colors. Modern drummers integrated this position playing and were able to develop a unique, multi-
dimensional sound. Incorporating these nuances will turn your virtual drums into a real, heart-beating player at your service. 

CYMBAL COLORS 
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1.2.5. OBJECTS

Objects, toys and weird percussions entered the sonic palette of most modern, underground drummers and of course we wanted to 
capture some of those sounds. 
We sampled springs, little kalimbas and percussions integrated with the drum kit, shells, beer cups and even electric fans over the cymbals. 
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1.3. LOOPS

1.3.1. OMNILOOPS 

Once again, we built this patch with a selection of some of our favorite loops. 
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You can time stretch any loop (not only the 
Omniloops) to lock it to the tempo of your 
DAW project by using WARP. 

Just select HOST to have it synced directly to 
your DAW tempo or to follow your tempo 
map (useful for composers and producers 
working with changes in tempo).

If you want to work independently of your 
DAW tempo, select the FREE mode and 
operate the horizontal slider below that. 

This is great for more creative usages or to 
achieve special effects: i.e. playing at a 
different tempo than the rest of the 
instruments in your project, creating 
soundscapes by using extreme stretch. Warp 
can stretch samples from 20 to 400bpm. 
Obviously those extreme tempos don’t sound 
realistic, but they can be really nice and 
effective for sound design purposes and to 
alter and deconstruct the samples. 

Another great trick to achieve incredibly 
realistic results can be using slightly slower 
or faster tempo than the established tempo of 
your song to simulate what some jazz and 
funk drummers refers to as “playing behind” 
or “ahead of” the beat. 
1 or 2 bpm points than the established 
Tempo may do the trick on certain occasions.



1.3.2. LOOPS AND RHYTHMIC PATTERNS 

Even if Omnidrums is not conceived as a “drumloops library” (we’re planning a future volume dedicated to loops only and for Kontakt-6 with drag & 
drop features and lots of tweaking/loop layers possibilities) you got 11 additional patches charged with loops and rhythmic patterns. We dedicated lots 
of sampling time to brushes since they are once of the most neglected sounds in many sample libraries and, also, the most difficult to “fake”. So, we 
recorded many brush patterns to give you a full palette to choose from in order to create realistic comping, grooves and textures. Moreover, brushes 
especially are super interesting for sound design and cinematic effects. 

IMPORTANT: as we stated before, the bpm information included in each patch is just for you to have a clue and a taste of the original tempo at which 
we recorded the loops. It can be informative and inspiring to hear how a sample was performed by the player but don’t feel limited to that. You can 
use the Warp to stretch it and synced to any tempo you want. 
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1.4. JAZZ FILLS

In this patch you can find some tasty and elegant jazz drums fills, all time-stretchable by using the Warp controller. 
PLEASE NOTE: they have different lengths and some of them begin with 1/2 bar/s pickup. Keep this in mind when you want to play it and record it.
We suggest you to listen them before in order to get an idea of how to incorporate them into your compositions.
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1.5. OMNITEXTURES

This patch gives you a powerful textural and soundscape-oriented drum material and it’s pretty unique. Even though these drum techniques are pretty 
usual in most of European jazz, improvised and contemporary music, film composers have been starting to incorporate them just in the last years. 
After Antonio Sanchez’s amazing score for “Birdman”, we realized that many composers wanted to access those kind of textures and we have been 
listening solo drums scores in lots of films and series since then.

Once again, the color difference helps you identifying the drum elements mainly used for those textures. You can build incredible drum scores or 
incorporate those textures into your composing palette by warping them and stretch the tempo in creative ways, combining and layering them and 
tweaking all the effects of the engine.
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1.6. FACTORY DRUM KITS

You can choose between 8 drum kits we built to achieve some special vibes. Use them to get inspiration or if you are on a tight schedule but we 
strongly suggest you to experiment and create your own ones!

No real need for further comments on those except for the last one, Jazzy Kit. That’s only an example of what you could do with your own kits. You 
will hear that the last playable note of the patch is a cymbal pattern loop. It’s the classic swing pattern and you can time stretch it to sync it to the 
tempo of your project and keep it pressed and adding kick/snare nuances with your left hand. 

This means that you can do the same for your own User drum kits or patches. You are not limited to map one shots only. i.e. You can combine 10 
bass drum sounds with objects, loops and textures. 

Be creative!
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2. MIC SELECTOR/MIXER

The instrument was recorded with a 12 microphones set up (3 mics for Kick, 3 for Snare, 1x Hi-Hat, 1 x Tom1, 1x Tom2, Overhead L/R and Room. 

You can switch on and off each one of the 12 microphones and mix/blend them together to get the perfect sound for your project. Additionally, you can 
pan each channel strip to create space or unusual effects. 

Do you see the JACK icon on the top left side of the mixing section? Click on it to switch it on only if you want to assign each of the 12 
channels to Kontakt Outputs.
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This function routes each microphone to a separate Kontakt output. This requires the Multi-Output (16x) version of Kontakt and first, you 
have to manually set up the output routing in Kontakt.

Step 1. Go to Workspace management icon and open the menu. Select Output. The output/s will appear below all.

Step 2. Click on + (Outputs)

Step 3. Set how many channels you want (max 16) and select “delete existing channels before creating new ones”. Then, just confirm 
with OK.

See the 3 steps summarized in the following image:
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The outputs are as follows:

01 KickIn
02 KickOut
03 KickRoom
04 SnareUnder
05 SnareOver1
06 SnareOver2
07 HiHat
08 Tom1
09 Tom2
10 OHL
11 OHR
12 Room
13 Original Mix
14 Debris
15 Quake

If this sounds too technical to you, you can use the routing preset we created for you. 
Go to your ‘Extras’ folder (you will find it inside the main Omnidrums folder you downloaded) and follow these instructions to copy the preset file (Omnidrums.cfg) in its right 
location. 

Copy Omnidrums.cfg to the following location:

~/Library/Application Support/Native Instruments/Kontakt 5/default/Output Section Presets/

SHIFT+CMD+G in a Finder window will give you a shortcut to paste the path. 

Once you did that, load Omnidrums and go to Workspace management icon and open the menu. Select Output. The output/s will appear below all. You should see this tab saying 
'Outputs' > 'Presets / Batch Configuration' in Kontakt. 

Open the Presets / Batch Configuration dropdown menu and you should see a preset called Omnidrums. Load it and you’ll get all 12 channels assigned to the correspondent Kontakt 
Outputs.
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TURNING ALL MICS ON/OFF WITH A SINGLE CLICK

Mixing with 12 channels and having to switch on/off many of all of them individually could be extremely annoying and time 
consuming. So here’s a shortcut you should use to do that. 
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Option click any of ON/OFF button in the channel strip to turn them 
all on and off



3. THE ENGINE

3.1. DIRT

All libraries belonging to the Envision series features a big knob at the very center of the Interface with an animated Platonic solid, a convex 
polyhedron, in the middle of it. Each solid is associated to one natural element.
For Nordisk  Kontrabass we designed a Icosahedron because of its association with Water. 
For Omnidrums we have chosen the cube, since it is the solid associated to the element of Earth.
Drums and percussion are strongly connected with the element of Earth: they represent the foundation of music, of pulse itself and, after all, a 
drummer, is the musician responsible of keeping all other musicians well settled down, on solid grounds. 
Enjoy the beautiful animation whenever you add Dirt effects and let you inspire by the Cube behavior.
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You can choose between 3 types of Dirt, individually or combining them:

QUAKE: the King of Dirt. A brutal, destructive distortion. We processed all samples through analog gear and effect pedals to get a unique result.

Envelope Button: it controls the shape of the Quake’s tails. Switch it on if you want a more controllable sound and lesser distortion tail. Switch it off 
if you want to listen and use the original sound, the way it was recorded.

DEBRIS: this effects, analogically processed on each sample, will sound like small pieces of rocks detaching from the surface and falling down. 
Ideal on textural and long samples. 

GLAZE: use it combined to Quake and/or Debris to add space and resonance or use it by itself if you wanna go gently.  
�36
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Turn your beautiful, vintage acoustic drum kits into a powerful cinematic/sound design tool in just a movement of the mod-wheel. 
About this: we wanted you to decide the controller you want to pilot the Dirt Knob with, so remember to assign the Dirt knob to the one you want. 
If you don’t have a preferred or a very special one, assign it to the Mod-Wheel for the best experience. 
As you may already know from other Kontakt instruments, by right-clicking on each control (knob or slide) you can learn the MIDI CC# Automation 
control to assign them to any external controller of your choice. Just right click on any knob/slider of Omnidrums, select Learn MIDI CC# Automation 
and move the desired keyboard fader/knob etc. You can do this with any fader or knobs you see in our interface.

3.2. ARPEGGIATOR 

This is a very powerful device you can use to create arpeggios. Unfold the dropdown menu and select between 4 different arpeggio shapes: Up, 
Down, Up & Down, Down & Up.

But wait a minute. Can a drums play arpeggios? Not exactly, it’s more the other way around. Let’s say that by playing Omnidrums as you were playing 
an harmonic instrument and engaging the arpeggiator you can create amazing grooves, loops and even drum solos. If you’re looking for realistic 
drumming effects, you’ll get the best results with one-shot samples but experiment with longer sounds and textures too if you’re looking for crazy, 
unusual effects or you want to dig more into sound design. 
You can decide how many steps you want by drawing their height/velocity with a click of your mouse directly on the display. Change octave range to 
include sound mapped in different octaves and get a greater color scope. Change the time subdivision of the arpeggio and the number of steps. 
Experiment with odd meters, different subdivision, different shapes and octave range.  
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3.3. WARP 

Warp is a time-stretch control that allows you to change tempo of any tempo-based sample: loops, textures and fills. 
It won’t change the sound of a snare for example, but it will affect all samples which are lock to a specific tempo. You have 2 modes available: 

FREE allows you to choose a tempo independently or against the tempo of your project. Let’s make and example: if your song is at 120 bpm you can 
set it at 90bpm by moving the Warp horizontal slider. Why on earth should you do something like this? If you are a film composer, modern jazz 
composer or classic contemporary composer you may want to have the instruments play at different tempos for textural and disruptive effects. Or you 
may want to try to lower the tempo just 1 or 2 bpm points in order to simulate a more natural playing on certain passages or to simulate what in jazz 
and funk is called playing behind or ahead of the time in order to make it groove better.

HOST is the second mode of the WARP. By clicking this button the tempo of each tempo-based sample will sync automatically with the tempo of your 
project and of your tempo map if your song includes tempo changes.

Experiment what happens by going all the way down to 20BPM or all the way up to 400BPM and listen how samples behave at those extremes. 
Some of them are totally destroyed and deconstructed by such a wide stretch and turn into drones-like soundscapes. We suggest to embellish them 
by adding effects to create interesting and evolving sound design.
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3.4. REVERB 

Omnidrums comes with 9 top class Reverb algorithms organized by type and room size.

and select the desired amount of effect
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Unfold the Reverb dropup menu to select your desired algorithm



3.5. DELAY

Omnidrums comes equipped with a great sounding delay algorithm.
Choose the delay time subdivision in the dropdown menu:
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Tweak Time Multiplier and Feedback to achieve crazy bouncing and repeated effects

And, once again, select the desired amount of effect by using the Mix slider
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3.6. REVERSE

Reverse is a really powerful sound design tool, especially if combined with DIRT and WARP.
You can reverse any sample: from one-shots, loops, textures and fills.

Reversed loops can give you a unique sound, capable of enriching your scores. 
Listen how beautiful brushes and cymbals sound when reversed. Or even regular groove, they acquire a magical, edgy character. 
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Quake and Debris, as we said, are analog-processed samples that add a layer to any existing sound of the library. 
When Reverse is on, all the samples related to any single sound will be reversed together. This means that if there’s a tail of distortion or reverb, the reverse will start 
from the very end of that tail. If you are using plain acoustic, dry sounds, sometime you’ll need to wait a bit more with the key pressed in order to hear the reversed 
sound coming. 
This was designed on purpose to create bigger cinematic effects. For example, one shot sounds will become rises. Experiment with strong kicks and toms sounds for 
example when reversed by adding Quake and/or Debris/Glaze. This way, instantly your acoustic drums turns into a Rise and Hit device. 
Textures played backwards will duplicate the sonic possibilities of the library and empower you with endless colors.
Feel free to experiment with effects. Delay with good amount of feedback can be really effective on reversed textures. 

Last but not least, Warp used at extreme low or fast tempos can create continuos, infinite sound sequences.



3.7. AUTO-MAPPING SYSTEM

The Pencil Tool will open the secret door to complete customization of your drum kits and patches. 
Be brave and click on it! You’ll find it next to the Patch Menu.

Thank to this functionality you can use all the samples of the Library and assign them to your favorite keys or range (for better playability for example) 
or to create and envision a totally new drum set. 
Let’s envision some scenarios: you found a couple of snare sounds you really love in the Snare Colors 2 patch but you don’t want to have another 
Omnidrums Kontakt instance opened just to play those 2 snares when needed.

So, you can map them anywhere you want, close to your favorite kick, tom and cymbal sounds. 

Let’s make another example. You spotted 5 loops that you are in love with but they are distributed in different patches. Just map them where you want 
to have them close to each other and to be able to switch from one to another etc.

Ok, time to see how to make it happen!
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Once you click on the Pencil tool you’ll see something like this:
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1. User menu. Select one of the 16 blank user patches to start mapping. 

2. Sample Type Menu. Choose the sample type you want to map between one-shots, textures, loops and fills.

3. Drum Kits. Once you made your sample type choice, select the drum kit or element you want.

 
4. Sample Menu. At this point, you are ready to select the actual sample you want from a list of all samples belonging to the categories you’ve 
chosen in steps 2 and 3. 

5. Press a key. As soon as you have selected the desired sample to map, press this button and once it’s on (it gets lit)
press any key you want on your keyboard to lock that sample to it. Repeat all these operations (2 to 5) how many times you need.

6. Remove Key. If you mapped the wrong sample or you mapped the right sample but in the wrong position just press this button and, once it’s on,  
press the  correspondent key on your keyboard. You’ll see the mapped sample will disappear.  

7. Remove All Keys: If you are not convinced at all of what you did you don’t need to erase each note one at a time. Just press this button.

8. Copy. ATTENTION: this function is not meant to be used to copy samples inside the same patch. In fact you would’t need that, you can simply 
repeat the steps above and duplicate a sample on two different keys of the keyboard if you need. For example this could be useful if you want to 
perform kick or snare rolls in real time and have them sounding realistic, much more than if you tried to do the sample on the same key. 
With the Copy button you can actually copy a whole patch, then choose another User blank patch (1) and then press Paste. The whole mapping will 
be copied in the blank patch. From there you can start to add or subtract samples. This may be useful if, for example, you mapped 20 sounds in User 
1 and want to create another patch where 15 are repeated. 

9. Paste. It pastes the whole patch in a new User blank patch. See (8), 

10. X. Click on it to exit the auto-mapping mode and go back to Omnidrums
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Omnidrums has a huge sample pool so you may be wondering how can you find the sample you like among so many samples. Pretty 
easy.
Let’s make an example. You are playing around in the Objects patch and you just love the sound at C4 on your keyboard. Click on the 
Pencil Tool. Once you are inside the mapping window below, just play on the keyboard the note you want. All the information
you need to know will appear in the menu headings. 

In this specific case, you know that the sample is called FX 11, it belongs to the Sonor Spring drum set and the sample type is Texture. Just write it 
down and look for that specific sample once you’re in your User patch. Easy, isn’t it?
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IMPORTANT: You can see that the main difference between this page and the regular auto-mapping system you can access through the blank User 
patches is that you can’t map anything in the factory patches, so don’t be afraid. There’s nothing you can mess up by doing this. No risk to erase 
anything!

Last but not least, if you want to store your User Patch or your effects preset and mixing levels, save as snapshot. 
Look for this icon in your upper Kontakt tab and click on it.

This is how it will look after clicking on it. Note that it says No snapshot loaded and now a floppy disk icon has shown up. 

Click on it and you will be asked to input a name for your snapshot. 
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Input the name you want and then save it. 
Instantly, it will show up here

As soon as you add presets and your User patches, you’ll be able to recall them inside the dropdown menu.
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4. TECHNICAL INFO

• aprox. 20 GB compressed file
• 58000+ samples .ncw format
• 12 mic positions
• 3 Dirt effects: 2 (Quake and Debris) analog-processed and 1 IR.
• Built-in top class Reverb and Delay algorithms
• Reverse Function on each sample
• Warp: two modes (FREE, HOST)
• User Auto-mapping system
• 12-Channels Routing mode
• Panning on each channel strip
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The Drums:

Sonor Vintage Series

Bass Drum (4): 24x14, 20x14, 18x14, 14x14
Toms: 12’, 13’, 14’, 16’

+ different tuning 

The snares we used:

Sonor 14x5 Prolite Brass
Ludwig Supraphonic 14 x6,5
Ludwig Maple Vintage (30’s) 6 lugs: 14x 5
Gretsch Maple Vintage Round Badge 60’s 14x5
Ludwig Acrolite 70’s: 14x5

+ different tunings

Cymbals:

Bosphorus and Old K (Zildjian)

Bosphorus Ride 24 (Syncopation)
Hi Hat 15’ prototype
Hi Hat Master Vintage Series 13’
Crash 18 Master Series
Crash 18 Syncopation

Zildjian Old K

22 Ride (2): 40’s, 50’s
Hi Hats (2): 60’s, 70’s
Hi Hats (1) 15’

Additional Cymbals and percussions:

Super 15’ Hi Hat
Splash Zildjian 6’
Splash Bosphorus (8’, 10’)
Splash 12
Raw Cymbals & Broken Cymbals (different sizes)
Percussions, toys and Djembes 



5. CREDITS

Instrument: Drums, percussions and toys
Musician: Miguel “Pete” Benito
Recorded at Pull Push Studio, Madrid, Spain
Sound Engineer: Santiago Quizhpe
GUI Design and Artwork: Voger Design

We arrived at the end of this short journey together. A much more exciting one is just about to start, so…
What are you waiting for?

We suggest you to check all our walkthrough videos, tutorials, user videos and creative tips you can find on our 
youtube Channel. 
Be sure to follow us on Instagram and Facebook to access a lot of updated material, short runthrough videos, tips 
and news about offers and upcoming product. 

Feel free to drop us a line if you need further assistance at

info@haveaudio.com

6. TIPS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We just have one recommendation: follow no one!
Feel free to experiment, tweak and manipulate your sounds. 

Nothing can get broken. 
It’s so rewarding to see and listen to more and more users each day using our libraries for their work as

 filmcomposers, performers and producers in such creative ways we could have barely imagined. We’re sure you’ll be one of them.
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® HAVE INSTRUMENT and @HAVE AUDIO are registered trademark of 
Hybrid Audio Visual Experience, SL., Madrid - Spain

www.haveinstruments.com

HAVE 
FUN  CREATING!


